ABOUT THIS STUDY
ALPAS Dinggin reports are social monitoring analyses that help our clients better understand the
current landscape of trends and discussions online. Through purposeful listening, we present the
most relevant data on speciﬁc brands, personalities, or industries.
This Dinggin: Halalan 2022 report is the ﬁnal part of a special series focused on the upcoming
2022 Philippine National and Local Elections. This iteration looks at what kind of an impact each of
the top ﬁve candidates made in the 8 months leading up to the elections.

Methodology
ALPAS monitored public mentions of the top ﬁve presidential candidates based on Pulse
Asia, SWS, and Laylo surveys, namely: Manny Pacquiao, Isko Moreno, Ping Lacson,
Bongbong Marcos, and Leni Robredo.
From 1 October - 7 May 2022, all public posts mentioning the candidates on Facebook
pages, Twitter, and news sites within the Philippines were monitored. Sentiments were
culled from 6,000 randomly selected comments from Facebook page posts, with an even
distribution across the ﬁve candidates. With a sample size of 1,200 comments per
candidate, the data has a +/- 2% margin of error at 95% conﬁdence level.
Personal Facebook posts, conversations on messaging apps, and posts from YouTube,
TikTok, or Instagram were not captured in this study due to privacy policies.
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Preface

Candidate Standings in Surveys,
Online Media Mentions, and Actual Election Results.
Throughout the 2022 election cycle, two presidential candidates with the strongest and most vocal
supporters have dominated both surveys and social media mentions. These well-known political ﬁgures,
Former Senator Ferdinand Marcos Jr. and Vice President Maria Leonor Robredo, likewise had the most
mentions on traditional news platforms.
Despite Marcos’ consistent and commanding lead in the surveys (averaging 57% in the Oct 2021-April
2022 Pulse Asia polls), Robredo supporters continued to show force online and in rallies, leading in total
online mentions since the start of the campaign season.

Pulse Asia Surveys showed Marcos at a consistent lead after the ﬁling of
candidacies.
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Figure 1.1 Pulse Asia Results (October 2021, December 2021, January 2022, February 2022, March 2022)

Robredo increased in total online mentions over time, particularly
after the start of the ofﬁcial campaign season.
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Figure 1.2 Total online mentions per candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)
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Google Trends also showed increased interest in Robredo over time. In January 2022, Marcos and Robredo
both averaged 51% on Google Trends, while in April 2022, searches for Robredo’s name increased to 79%
while Marcos’ was at just 39%. While Robredo had a slight lead in total volume of online mentions, the
surveys proved to be fairly accurate in predicting the percentage of actual votes for each candidate, and
Marcos won a majority vote of over 58%. Though these same surveys slightly underestimated Robredo’s
margins by about 5%, it is clear that having a strong media presence does not correlate to a higher number
of votes. Even Pacquiao, who consistently had the lowest volume of mentions across all platforms from
October to May, was able to get more votes than the more-frequently-discussed Moreno and Lacson.

Having a strong online presence does not directly
correlate to getting a higher number of actual votes
during the election.
Throughout the election period, Robredo and Marcos made up
over 87% of mentions across all platforms.
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Figure 1.3 Distribution of total online mentions across the ﬁve candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)

Marcos had over 50% of the actual votes.
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Figure 1.4 Distribution of actual votes across the ﬁve candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)
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The Perception of Winnability
While traditional surveying bodies such as Pulse Asia and SWS have been around for over 20 years, the
emergence and over-saturation of social media polls and “kalye survey” vlogs may have tarnished their
reputability as many netizens questioned the integrity and accuracy of methodologically-sound surveys.
Many would also interpret the surveys to be conclusive rather than descriptive of a speciﬁc period of time.
Robredo’s supporters, having such a large share of voice on social media, would instead call attention to
the high numbers drawn to her campaign rallies as a show of force. Meanwhile, as early as January of
2022, Marcos’ supporters showed sentiments against the need for the oﬃcial presidential debates due to
their perceived inevitability of his win.

In either case, both the surveys and online media mentions made evident that the three other top
candidates have lagged in popularity all throughout these past seven months. While Manila City Mayor Isko
Moreno and Senator Manny Pacquiao had decent polling numbers pre-candidacy ﬁling, their popularity
was not well-sustained during the actual period for campaigning. Similarly, Senator Ping Lacson continued
to place low in both surveys and volume of online media mentions.
The candidates themselves acknowledged the distant gaps between themselves and the top two
contenders. Moreno consistently spoke out against the notion that our elections are a dichotomy between
the Marcos family and the Liberal Party, urging the public to consider new names for the presidency. This
culminated in a press conference held in late April together with fellow candidates Ping Lacson and
Norberto Gonzales, where Moreno openly asked Robredo to withdraw from the race due to the divisiveness
of the top two campaigns. Surveys after this press conference showed Moreno’s popularity went down, and
oﬃcial election results had him place 4th with only 4% of the votes.
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Media Engagement
Strategies and
Volume of Messaging

Volume of Messaging
Volume of Mentions
Social media users were most engaged in the ﬁnal two months of the campaign, especially as the
candidates visited diﬀerent regions to meet their supporters at several sorties and events. Robredo and
Marcos clearly dominated the mentions online throughout the entire campaign, with Robredo gaining a
signiﬁcant lead from February - April 2022, around the same time campaign sorties began. Robredo also
maintained her dominance in mentions on Twitter.
On Facebook, Marcos only had a slight lead in mentions over Robredo from November 2021 - February
2022, and his mentions actually began decreasing from March onwards. News sites showed a similar trend
with Marcos having a slight lead in volume of mentions from December 2021 - February 2022 and a
downtrend from March-May. One reason for Robredo’s high volume of mentions in April may be due to the
hundreds of thousands of supporters who attended her rallies held in NCR.

Twitter mentions peaked in March, particularly for Robredo and Marcos who were
actively on a nationwide campaign trail.
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Figure 2.1 Trendline of Twitter mentions across the ﬁve candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)
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Marcos had a slight lead in Facebook mentions over Robredo from November - February,
but started to decrease in April.
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Figure 2.2 Trendline of Facebook mentions across the ﬁve candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)

As with the social media platforms, news sites also saw a slight decrease in Marcos
mentions towards the end of the campaign season.
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Figure 2.3 Trendline of news site mentions across the ﬁve candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)
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It was clear throughout the campaign that the other candidates could not make a strong impact online
without mentioning either Robredo or Marcos. The presidential debates did not result in a signiﬁcant
increase of mentions for the candidates, and Marcos was able to maintain his strong presence online
without attending any COMELEC-sponsored debates.
We could also see an oversaturation of mentions on Twitter compared to other platforms. As a social media
site catered to short form text and viral posts, Twitter accounted for over 98% of all online mentions of the
candidates during our monitoring period.
Throughout, Twitter accounted for most of these mentions monitored.
Facebook
1.3%

While Robredo had a slight lead over Marcos on all
platforms monitored, she had a more
disproportionate lead on Twitter. Moreover, Twitter
was the most disproportionate in distribution of
mentions across all ﬁve candidates, with none of
the three other candidates making up more than
10% of the total mentions.

Twitter

These proportions are much more balanced across
Facebook and News sites. News sites had the most
equal distribution of mentions, with both Marcos
and Robredo making up 29% of their mentions,
and all other candidates having at least roughly
10%. In this sense, news outlets continue to be
the least biased source of coverage online
compared to social media platforms.
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Figure 2.4 Distribution of all mentions across online platforms (Twitter, Facebook, and News Sites; October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)

Twitter was the most disproportionate
online platform for candidate mentions.

Lacson, Moreno, and Pacquiao were able to
have a higher share of voice on Facebook
compared to Twitter.
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Figure 2.5 Distribution of all Twitter mentions across the ﬁve
candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)
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Figure 2.6 Distribution of all Facebook mentions across the ﬁve
candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)
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News sites were the most fair in distribution of mentions across all
ﬁve candidates.
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Figure 2.7 Distribution of all News Site mentions across the ﬁve candidates (October 1, 2021-March 7, 2022)

Rappler, Inquirer, and News5 had the highest Facebook coverage on the candidates.
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Figure 2.8 Distribution of candidate mentions by Facebook page among the 15 most frequent publishers. (Oct. -May 2022)
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ABS-CBN, GMA News, and Inquirer had the highest coverage of candidates
on their websites.
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Figure 2.9 Distribution of candidate mentions by news site among the 15 most frequent publishers. (Oct -May 2022)

The top three news sites who published the most stories on the presidentiables were ABS-CBN, GMA News,
and the Philippine Daily Inquirer. These sites also had a relatively even distribution of mentions across the
candidates, with Robredo and Marcos both getting about 27% of mentions, Moreno getting about 17%, and
Lacson and Pacquiao getting about 14% each. Meanwhile, other top news sites such as Philippine Star,
Rappler, and CNN Philippines would have a higher percentage of mentions for Marcos and Robredo (both
about 32%), and lower percentages for Moreno, Lacson, and Pacquiao (15%,12%, and 9%, respectively).
We can compare these numbers with the disproportionate amount of mentions individuals had on certain
sites such as Abante, where Lacson got 52% of the mentions, or Pilipino Mirror where Pacquiao only
received 2% of their mentions. Business Mirror and Manila Bulletin also stand out for giving Marcos an
irregularly high (53%) and low (6%) proportion of mentions, respectively.
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Consistency of Messaging & Sentiment Analysis
We’ve seen that a higher volume of messages does not mean a higher percentage of actual votes, but it
was still important for the candidates to maintain a strong presence online. Other than direct mentions from
posts, having a vocal group of supporters also helped to establish one’s campaign messages, as well as
balance out negative sentiments with positive comments. However, an oversaturation of messages can also
lead to inconsistency, and possibly less impactful messaging.
In the messaging matrixes per candidate, we see how a surplus of messages, and particularly reactive
messages, may contribute to negative sentiments from the public. Lacson, who had a low volume of
messages, but also a low amount of reactive messaging, actually had the lowest amount of negative
sentiments from the public.

What resonated from each campaign?
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Robredo and Marcos, who dominated online mentions, both peaked in mentions last March due to
coverage of their campaign rallies. Both campaigns carried similar themes of economic recovery and
bettering the lives of Filipinos– sentiments that clearly resonated with the majority of the public given the
past two years of hardships under the pandemic. More precisely, Robredo’s "Gobyernong Tapat, Angat
Buhay Lahat" focused on the need for an honest government, while Marcos’ “Sama-sama tayong babangon
muli," highlights the importance of unity in the country.
Marcos’ unity messaging was consistently echoed by both him and his supporters. Early on, he noted that
he did not want to engage in “negative campaigning” and avoided discussing his opponents in public
settings. He even refused to attend the COMELEC-sponsored debates, and only appeared on select media
engagements. Marcos’ top posts were on his campaign visits, messages of support from government
oﬃcials and celebrities, and his own statements defending himself from allegations and redirecting the
public back to his unity messaging.
Robredo launched her candidacy with a strong “rosas” branding evidenced by a campaign of pink ribbons,
tarpaulins, clothing, Christmas parols, and lights. Her campaign was also dubbed as a “people’s campaign”
due to high coverage of grassroot support via volunteer-led caravans and highly-attended rallies around the
country. However, Robredo’s reactive messages opposing a Marcos regime seemed to overshadow her
other messages of “Gobyernong Tapat”, “Angat Buhay”, and “Radikal na Pagmamahal”. While all three
made strong impressions online, comments and posts on Robredo’s campaign latched on to her comments
against Marcos the most. Her top posts were on her campaign rallies, messages of support from
government oﬃcials and celebrities, and her own statements challenging Marcos’ character and track
record.
Marcos and Robredo had similar sentiment charts, as both candidates have a strong supporter base online
that likewise comments negatively on posts about the opposition. While both presented similar priorities
(economic recovery, COVID response), sentiments online tend to show support for the broader themes of
either unity or honesty. These themes also reﬂect the criticisms each camp holds against one another, as
Robredo supporters would bring up corruption allegations against Marcos, and Marcos supporters would
claim that the Robredo campaign seeds disharmony in the country.
All candidates saw more negative than positive sentiments in the months they were most discussed
online, but only posts on Marcos and Robredo maintained mostly relevant comments.
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Sentiments on these candidates were also the most relevant, as coverage on the other three campaigns
remained centered around opinions on either Marcos and Robredo. This resulted in more “neutral”
sentiments, irrelevant to the candidates’ own campaigns. While top posts on Marcos and Robredo were
about their own actions or statements, mentions on other candidates were driven by reactive messages
such as Lacson’s tweets on Marcos’ refusal to attend the Jessica Soho interview, or Moreno’s comments on
“feeling bullied” by supporters of Robredo.
Lacson’s slogan somewhat echoes the theme of honest governments resulting in better lives ("Aayusin ang
Gobyerno, Aayusin ang Buhay Mo"). He positioned himself together with running mate Sotto as the most
established and experienced tandem, but sentiments also used his experience against him by noting former
controversies he was linked to in his career. He had the lowest amount of negative sentiments and the most
neutral, as comments on posts about Lacson were focused on showing support for other candidates.
Moreno’s campaign slogan focuses on his capabilities as an eﬀective leader ("Tunay Na Solusyon, Mabilis
Umaksyon!"), and his positive sentiments came from supporters who agree that he greatly improved Manila
city. However, there were more sentiments showing doubts over his readiness to run for president due to
having only been mayor for three years. Many comments throughout the campaign shared that while he
may have been a good mayor, Moreno needed more experience before running for president.
The same sentiments were seen for supporters of Pacquiao, who has a long established career as a
beloved boxer. While many of his negative sentiments come from netizens who disagree with his stance on
same-sex unions or abortion, many also shared that they didn’t want an athlete to take the post of
president. Pacquiao’s slogan highlighted his identiﬁcation with, and support for, the poor ("Panalo ang
Mahirap, Panalo ang Pilipino!"), and his positive sentiments came from netizens who felt that this was an
important quality for a leader.
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Standouts From
Each Campaign
14

BONGBONG MARCOS
Marcos’ campaign stood out for its very vocal online support. His supporters were ﬁercely defensive of any and all
news articles mentioning his name. This successfully diﬀused criticisms against him such as his refusal to join
certain media engagements or the issues of disqualiﬁcation cases against him.
While traditional media is still a primary source of information for Filipinos, it seems that trust in established news
outlets has dropped. Marcos’ supporters are always ready to refute negative headlines in the comments section of
posts, and alternative media pages on Facebook frequently dissect and counter what is said on the news.
For future elections, aspiring politicians can take note of the power of controlling one’s own media platforms and
having loyal defenders on social media. Despite a high amount of negative comments, Marcos’ comments were
always balanced out with messages of support. Future campaigns can also look to the simple and consistent
messaging of Marcos, with his big-picture visions resonating well and being more infectious than the more
detailed platforms being shared by other candidates.
Marcos, who led in the surveys by a large margin throughout the election period, had a peak in mentions after his
campaign rally held in Bicol, Robredo’s home region. Mentions were also high due to statements to support his
campaign made by Marcos himself and one of his celebrity endorsers Toni Gonzaga. Much of the sentiments on
Marcos’ campaign was linked to issues from his father’s dictatorship and corruption.
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A quote of celebrity endorser Toni
Gonzaga showing support for Marcos’
campaign (April 2022)

A quote from Marcos saying that the
platforms of his presidential
opponents have not been properly
planned and thought-of (March 2022)
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A post on the UniTeam’s Proclamation
Rally in the Philippine Arena (February
2022)
A post on Marcos formally declaring
his presidential candidacy (October
2022)

VOLUME OF
MESSAGES

STRONGEST
PLATFORM

A news post on Marcos’ refusal to
participate in Jessica Soho’s
Presidential Interview (January 2022)
A quote from Marcos rejecting claims
of being “inaccessible” for interviews
(April 2022)
PROACTIVE MESSAGING

1. Unity
> Marcos harped on the country's polarizing partisan
politics by calling for unity throughout his campaign.
> Marcos also ran with Sara Duterte as his VP running
mate, dubbing themselves as the "uniteam" as they come
from separate political parties.

HIGH
(33.99% of total
mentions across
platforms)

1. Twitter (34.09%)
2. News (29.08%)
3. Facebook (28.78%)

1%

2. Nostalgia
> The Marcos campaign slogan was "Babangon Muli",
alluding to the country's alleged "former glory" during
the Martial Law period.
> Supporters also showed sentiments against the state
of the country following the 1986 revolution and the
Aquino administrations.
3. Alignment with current administration
> Marcos' tandem with Sara Duterte has turned him into
the quasi-administration bet, as President Rodrigo
Duterte never gave a direct endorsement.
> Marcos has also made promises to continue certain
administration projects.

REACTIVE MESSAGING

1. A Victim Narrative
> The Marcos camp positioned itself
as genuine servants who are unfairly
being criticized by other parties
hoping to preserve power. This
allowed Marcos to deﬂect any issues
being thrown at him, and even avoid
engaging in the COMELEC debates.
2. Moving On From the Past
> Marcos asked critics to judge him
not by his father's actions as a
dictator, but by his own merits.

CONSISTENCY
OF MESSAGING

HIGH
- Marcos did not
often issue
statements to the
media, and so his
messaging was very
focused on his vision
for unity and strong
uniTeam alliance
with Sara Duterte.
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LENI ROBREDO
Robredo’s campaign stood out for its very strong online presence. This campaign was also easily identiﬁable due
to the strong “rosas” branding – evidenced by pink tarpaulins, clothing, ribbons, and lights.
Receiving the most mentions, particularly on Twitter, it was clear that there were a lot of Filipinos rooting for her
campaign to succeed. This could also be seen in her heavily covered campaign rallies which drew in crowds of
hundreds of thousands of people, as well as various celebrity entertainers. Future campaigns should note,
however, that it is important to not disregard the equally vocal supporters of other candidates. While Robredo’s
campaign proved to be a volunteer-driven “people’s campaign”, these volunteers seemed contained in an
echochamber while Marcos’ supporters were not as active online.
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A video of celebrity endorsers
performing during a Grand Rally in
Pasig City (March 2022)

A quote of Robredo accusing Marcos and his team
of being the source of fake news against her family
(April 2022)

Actress Nadine Lustre showing her
support for the Presidential Tandem of
Leni Robredo and Kiko Pangilinan in a
rally in Pampanga (April 2022)

A summary of Robredo’s responses for why the
public should not vote for her opponents from the
Fast Talk segment of Boy Abunda’s 2022
Presidential One-on-One Interviews (January
2022)

A summary of Robredo’s responses for
why the public should not vote for her
opponents from the Fast Talk segment
of Boy Abunda’s 2022 Presidential
One-on-One Interviews (January 2022)
VOLUME OF
MESSAGES

STRONGEST
PLATFORM

1. Twitter (53.75%)
2. Facebook
(33.55%)
3. News (29.33%)

54%

44%

1%
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A video of Robredo dancing to a song with her
supporters (November 2021)

PROACTIVE MESSAGING

1. Rosas ang kulay ng bukas
> Robredo embraced a strong pink branding and
ran as an independent in attempts to distance
her campaign from the Liberal Party, which has
been considered the opposition to both Marcos
and Duterte.

HIGH
(53.34% of total
mentions across
platforms)

30%

2. "Gobyernong tapat, angat buhay lahat"
> Robredo's oﬃcial campaign slogan
communicates her record of clean and
competent governance, but was also used to
imply that other candidates were not as honest.
> Robredo also presented an economic recovery
plan and supporters would highligher her
accomplishments in the Oﬃce of the Vice
President, particularly for pandemic response.
3. A people's campaign
> Robredo frequently addressed her supporters
saying "Mas Radikal ang Pagmamahal", and
asking them to be like that.
> Her campaign also highlighted various
volunteer initiatives such as caravans and high
attendance at campaign rallies, as well as
personal testimonies and celebrity endorsements.

REACTIVE MESSAGING
1. The Marcoses' History
> Robredo has stated that Filipinos should
not vote for Marcos due to his history of
lying and stealing. She also noted that his
family's political baggage was a
"non-negotiable" issue for her, and one of
the driving reasons for her decision to run
for president.
> Robredo also reiterated unresolved issues
such as the billions of unpaid taxes Marcos
has.
2. Marcos' Absence in Debates
> Robredo made jabs at Marcos for not
participating in expected media
engagements such as the
COMELEC-sponsered debates. Late in the
campaign, she even challenged him to a
one-on-one debate.
3. "Radikal na Pagmamahal"
> When other candidates would speak
negatively on Robredo, she would call for
her supporters to focus on their own
campaign and avoid engaging in ﬁghts.

CONSISTENCY
OF MESSAGING

MID - LOW
- Robredo's
campaign had high
consistency in its
rosas branding and
volunteer-driven
campaign, but the
oversaturation of
messages online
drowned out many
of her other
platforms. The
"gobyernong tapat"
slogan was also used
by supporters more
reactively against
Marcos than
proactively to show
Robredo's credibility
as an honest leader.
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ISKO MORENO
Isko Moreno’s campaign achieved a wide reach, even before the oﬃcial ﬁling of candidacies. We also saw a
youthful approach and mass appeal in his very casual and candid speech. His online presence was strong enough
to have him polling about the same numbers as both Marcos and Pacquiao in October of 2021.
However, his popularity began to decline as his most engaged posts and news stories became about his criticisms
against the Robredo campaign. His lack of online supporters was also evident as his highly negative sentiments
were not balanced out by an equal amount of positive comments.
Another weakness in his campaign messaging was the strong criticism against his self-positioning as a successful
mayor. While President Rodrigo Duterte was able to successfully transition from a beloved local mayor in Davao to
win the 2016 Presidential elections, Moreno only placed 4th in the 2022 presidential elections. One key diﬀerence
may be Duterte’s 20+ year legacy in Davao, while Moreno is still a relatively new politician. Sentiments throughout
his campaign showed that most Filipinos do care about a candidate’s experience, with comments expressing that
they would have wanted to see Moreno complete a longer tenure as Mayor before attempting to run for President.
Still, we can also see that many Filipinos appreciate a candidate who can relate with them through jokes and
memes, as seen in Moreno’s drivers of positive sentiments.
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A quote of Moreno explaining his
“two-joints” hand sign (March 2022)

A quote of Moreno appealing to Vice President Leni
Robredo to withdraw from the presidential race as
the latter’s campaign was supposedly ‘ineﬀective’
against the presidential bid of Marcos (April 2022)

A quote of Moreno claiming that the term
DDS - recognized as Pres. Rodrigo
Duterte’s supporters - now means
“Domagoso Diehard Supporters” (February
2022)
A video of Moreno dancing with Lapu-Lapu
City Mayor Junard "Ahong" Chan
(December 2021)

VOLUME OF
MESSAGES

STRONGEST
PLATFORM

A quote of Moreno saying that Robredo supporters
are bullies and snobs (April 2022)

1. News (14.55%)
2. Facebook (14.09%)
3. Twitter (9.5%)

31%

65%

2%

1%

1%

A quote Moreno criticizing Robredo for supposedly
running for the sole purpose of preventing a Marcos
presidency, and calling out the attempts to distance
herself from the liberal party (October 2021)

PROACTIVE MESSAGING
1. Sympathy for the poor
> Moreno would often reiterate his experiences growing up
poor to show that he understands the problems of most
Filipinos living in poverty.

MID-LOW
(9.59%)

7%

2. Record as a successful mayor
> Moreno's 3-year stint as Manila City's mayor was the primary
core of his campaigns – citing the city's programs and
accomplishments and promising to replicate his initiatives
nationwide.
> He also used the tagline "Bilis Kilos" to refer to his
accomplishments in Manila, particularly his pandemic response.
3. A "healing" president
> Moreno started his campaign calling himself a "Healing
President" and aligning himself with a physician for his Vice
Presidential running mate.
4. #IbaNaman
> Moreno actively distanced himself from the already
established political ﬁgures running in the race and called for a
'fresh' face in Philippine Politics amidst the Marcos and Liberal
Party frontrunners.

REACTIVE MESSAGING
1. 'Iba Naman'
> Moreno constantly reiterated the
importance of having new names running
for oﬃce instead of the same established
political factions.
> He particularly brought attention to the
lack of progress from the political reigns of
the Aquinos and the Marcoses.
2. Elitist "Pinklawan"s
> Moreno frequently made jabs against
Robredo's supporters, stating that they are
part of the country's elite.
> He would also use the phrase "Pinklawan"
to describe her supporters in attempts to
drive home her alliance with the Liberal
Party.
3. Marcos v. Estate Taxes
> Moreno brought up the issue of Marcos'
unpaid taxes, noting that collecting these
assets can help uplift the lives of the
everyday Filipino

CONSISTENCY
OF MESSAGING

LOW
- Moreno's messages
were the most reactive,
frequently mentioning
either Marcos or
Robredo. This drowned
out his proactive
messaging on his
experience as Manila
City Mayor or his
rags-to-riches
background. Moreno
also did not reiterate his
initial messages of being
a "healing" president
alongside his
runningmate Dr. Willie
Ong, who was not seen
in his campaign as
frequently as other
tandems.
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MANNY PACQUIAO
Pacquiao was able to win the third highest number of votes during the actual elections, despite having the least
volume of mentions online. His generally positive campaign – avoiding the controversies and backlash from the
press conference with Moreno and Lacson – may have helped push him above his competitors in the last few
weeks of the campaign.
Most positive mentions on Pacquiao were on more personal posts, such as his family and advocacy of ﬁtness and
health. Negative sentiments showed respect for Pacquiao as an athlete, but not as a presidential candidate due to a
lack of experience and perceived competence in the ﬁeld. Other main drivers of negative sentiments were his
stances on social issues such as the LGBT community and abortion.

57%

SENTIMENT

39%
NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

4%

POSITIVE

Drivers of Positive Sentiments

Drivers of Negative Sentiments

21%

76%

A quote of Pacquiao criticizing Marcos
for claiming that the latter was too young
to be aware of what happened during his
father’s Martial Law period (October
2021).

A quote of Pacquiao defending his stance against
abortion (January 2022).

1%

1%

Photos of Pacquiao and his wife riding
bicycles with some of his supporters
(November 2021).

A photo of Pacquiao pointing at a car magnet
featuring the text “PACQUIAO Hindi Magnanakaw”
(March 2022).

A quote of Pacquiao explaining that he still has
“love” for the LGBT+ community (November 2021).

1%

A quote from Pacquiao’s daughters on
how insults against their father aﬀect
their family (March 2022).

VOLUME OF
MESSAGES

LOW
(0.87%)

STRONGEST
PLATFORM

1. News (9.77%)
2. Facebook (8.94%)
3. Twitter (0.70%)

PROACTIVE MESSAGING

REACTIVE MESSAGING

1. Sympathy for the poor
> Pacquiao's campaign messaging centered
around his rags-to-riches background and how
this allows him to relate with the struggles of the
everyday Filipino.

1. Marcos v. Estate Taxes
> Pacquiao also commented on
the tax issues of the Marcoses,
alleging that the Marcos family
believes they are above the law,
and must respect the
government.

2. An honest, Christian, family man
> His campaign emphasized his commitment to
tackling issues of corruption, while also bringing
up his strong moral stance against social issues
such as divorce, same-sex marriage, and
abortion.

2. Marcos' Absence in Debates
> Pacquiao stated that Marcos'
refusal to participate in the
debates demonstrates a disregard
for rules and regulations.

CONSISTENCY
OF MESSAGING

HIGH
- Pacquiao's
messaging was
consistent in his
views against
corruption,
championing the
poor, and his stances
on certain social
issues.
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PING LACSON
Lacson had some of the most consistent messaging among the candidates, always emphasizing the need to “clean
up” the government and have established leadership. His campaign also showed the importance of staying focused
on oneself rather than responding to other candidates. He had some of the least negative sentiments, as he often
refrained from making negative remarks on his competitors.
Still, Lacson was unable to gain a good share of voice online against his competitors, and so reached the least
number of voters. News and posts on Lacson that would gain traction were usually statements he made about the
Marcos or Robredo camp, leading to many irrelevant comments that do not discuss his own campaign.

41%

SENTIMENT

54%
NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

Drivers of Positive Sentiments

Drivers of Negative Sentiments

A tweet of Lacson defending Jessica
Soho from Marcos’ claims that she is a
“biased” journalist (January 2022).

A quote of Lacson hoping Filipinos will consider
options beyond Robredo and Marcos after his
controversial Press Conference with fellow
presidentiable Isko Moreno (April 2022).

A quote of Lacson claiming that the
camp of Robredo asked him to withdraw
from the elections (April 2022).
A quote of incumbent Sorsogon
Governor Chiz Escudero praising Lacson
and Robredo during the CNN
Presidential Debates (March 2022)

VOLUME OF
MESSAGES

LOW
(2.21%)

STRONGEST
PLATFORM

1. News (17.28%)
2. Facebook (14.63%)
3. Twitter (1.95%)

5%

Ping Lacson’s attendance during fellow
Presidential candidate Isko Moreno’s call for Leni
Robredo's withdrawal from the 2022 presidential
race (April 2022)

34%

62%

1%

1%

1%

2022 Presidential Aspirant Ping Lacson
responding to Leni Robredo’s statement that he
lacks ‘on the ground’ action, saying that he simply
does not like grandstanding (January 2022)

PROACTIVE MESSAGING

1. Most established tandem
> Lacson portrayed his tandem as the most
experienced, competent, and strongest amongst all
of the candidates, as he and his running mate
Senator Tito Sotto have had long tenures in national
government positions.
2. "We need a leader"
> This tagline hoped to present the country with
eﬃcient and reliable leadership amidst various
socio-economic obstacles.

REACTIVE MESSAGING

1. Robredo Supporters as NPA
> Lacson claimed to have sources
suggesting that Robredo's camp
has been inﬁltrated by the
Communist Party of the
Philippines and the New People's
Army.
2. Marcos' Unpaid Estate Taxes
> Lacson has stated that the
government should go after the
Php 203 Billions worth of unpaid
taxes by the Marcos heirs.

CONSISTENCY
OF MESSAGING

HIGH
- Lacson's messages
were always
consistent in
expressing his
platforms of
anti-corruption and
security. He was also
consistent in his
tandem with Tito
Sotto as the most
established
candidates.
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Key Takeaways
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
1.

Throughout the election season, we saw how disproportionate
mentions can be on certain platforms or for certain candidates.
The 2022 elections highlighted the power of social media in reinforcing singular perspectives due to
online echo chambers. Unlike previous election cycles, voters this year did not seem to shift their
opinions as much throughout the campaign, with the candidate placements only shifting slightly
towards the end from December 2021-April 2022.
In these surveys, Bongbong Marcos had an unprecedented lead which was reﬂected in the volume of
social media and online news mentions. We also saw a disproportionately high volume mentions for
the consistently second-placer Leni Robredo, rivaling Marcos’ online presence. This strong online
presence for Robredo was also most evident on Twitter, which proved to be the most siloed among
the platforms monitored. News sites and their corresponding Facebook pages, however, are clearly
much more balanced in the volume of mentions given per candidate.

2. Sentiments show a preference towards proactive messaging and
not “negative campaigning”
This election cycle proved that one’s online mentions do not correlate with real-world votes. Manny
Pacquiao, who had the lowest presence on Facebook, Twitter, and News Sites combined, was still
able to place third in the actual elections. Meanwhile, Robredo’s fairly-equal standing with Marcos in
terms of both volume and sentiments online did not translate to votes.
One key advantage of Marcos’ campaign was the consistency and resoluteness in his unity
messaging, which was actually aided by his decision to stay away from several media engagements.
While all other candidates would receive mixed reactions from various statements made during
interviews and debates, Marcos had more control over his messaging.

3. Having a strong online media presence is important, but having
straightforward and consistent messaging is more effective.
This more restrained form of media engagement can also be seen in Pacquiao’s campaign, as he
avoided the backlash of the April press conference led by Moreno and Lacson, and ultimately gained
more votes than what was projected in March. Sentiments showed that Filipinos ﬁnd statements made
against other candidates very unappealing. We also saw this in the January interviews, where
candidates who gave a direct response as to why voters should not choose their competitors had
signiﬁcantly more negative reactions compared to candidates who were able to avoid commenting on
the competition.
Reactive messaging, or statements made to bring up issues with other candidates, did not help boost
any of the candidates’ standing. All other candidates brought up certain issues against Marcos such
as his family’s unpaid estate taxes, but this did not deter supporters of Marcos. This messaging only
seemed to reinforce the divisive “us versus them” mentality of supporters as posts and comment
sections online are not conducive to deeper discussions. Focused and proactive messaging is
therefore most eﬀective online.
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ALPAS

ALPAS is a proudly-Filipino company that champions love for the country.
It is a strategic communications and government relations consultancy that
passionately discovers and executes creative and compelling solutions for
its clients.
This Dinggin: Halalan 2022 report is the second of a series of reports on
social media narratives and trends, which will hopefully provide context
and insights for voters on the upcoming 2022 Elections.
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